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Abstract. Nielsen type arguments have been used to prove some problems in free group? (e.g., 

the generalized word problem) [2] to be P-complete. In this paper we extend this approach. Having 

a Nielsen reduced set of generators for subgroups H and K one can solve a Ict of intersectlon 

and conjugacy problems in polynomial time in a uniform way. 

We study the solvability of (i) 3h E H, k E K: hx = yk in F, and (ii) 3w E F: $f’h’xp = K ~16 

characterize the set of solutions. This leads for(i) to an algorithm for computing a s,:t of generator5 

for H n K (an:1 a new proof that free groups have the Howson property). For (ii) this gives a f:rst 

solution .ji Xlo~~~avanskii’s conjugacy problem: an algorithm for computing the normal hull of 

H then &l bes a representation of all solutio!ls. A11 the algorithms run in poiynomial time and the 

decision problems are proved to be P-complete under log-space reducibility. 

I. Introduction 

Let S be a finite set and F = (S ‘fl) the free group with basis S. If 8 = {s, .?I s E S} 
is the set af generators and their formal inverses, then any element of F can be 

represente; by a finite word over s. We denote by S* the set of all finite words over 

s, by e the empty word, by IwI the length of a word w and by = the identity on 

s? For x, _Y E S* we write x = ~9 in F if x and of represent the same element in E 

A subgroup H of F will be given by a set of generators: If U c S* we denote by 

( U) the subgroup of F generated by U and by u* the set of words MY = uI . . . u,,, 

II+ ~:=(u’/u~U,~==fl}, IEN. For any word xQ* we have x~(u> iff x=w 

in F for some M’E I/? For M! E u”’ as above, let n = 1 wll, be the U-length of w and 

M! is called freely reduced in u, if ui + u;,‘, for all i. For each x E S* there is a unique 

freely reduced word o(s) with _Y = p(x) in F. It is known that x = p’ in t-’ iff p(xj = p(_~) 

[#. /I is linear time computable and the presentation of group elements of free 

groups by freely reduced words is unique. 

If H = (U) and x E H, then x = w in F for some w E u*. This representation for 

s may not be unique even if one restricts to freely reduceci words in v*. U generates 

H freely (or U is independent) if for etery x E H there is a unique M’ E. u* freely 

reduced irr L’ with x = M* in F. The Nielsen-Schreier theorem states that subgroups 
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of free groups are again free groups, so a set of free generators for a subgroup H 

always exists. 
In [2] a polynomial time algorithm was presented for computing from U = 

{ u\,---9 u,) a set V=(2),,..., v,~,}, nr s I, of free generators for (U) based on 
Nielsen’s proof of the subgroup theorem. The set V is a Nielsen-reduced set of 
generators. N-reduced sets of generators for a subgroup H have important properties 
and were used in [2] to give polynomial time algorithms for some decision problems 

in free groups which turned out to be polynomially time complete, such as the 

generalized word problem (i.e., to decide whether x E (U)), the equality problem 

and the isomorphism problem for finitely generated subgroups. 

In this paper we continue the study of algorithmic problems related with subgroups 

of free groups. It turns out that Nielsen type arguments are a powerful tool for 

solving these problems and that the combinatorial counting arguments are strong 

enough to give good complexity bounds. 

We first consider the problem of deciding whether two elements define the same 

double coset HwK of two given finitely generated subgroups of F. This problem is 

equivalent to the solvability of the equation 3h E H, k E K: uhv = k in F for given 

U, I.’ Cl 5% In Section 3, bounds for the length of a shortest solution are derived and 

:i polynomial time algorithm for deciding the solvability and computing a solution 

of the equation is given. This result is used to solve intersection problems of cosets 

like IIlr D cK # (/3, Htr n Ku # (4 and H n K f 1 in polynomial time. 

Next we consider the determination of all solutions of the equation above and a 

representation of the set of solutions. This leads to the problem of computing a set 

of generators for the intersection of two finitely generated groups. This intersection 

i> finitely generated and an explicit bound for the number of generators is known 

(3,451. In Section 4 we give a new proof of this fact based only on combinatorial 

rrrguments and present a polynomial time algorithm for computing a set of generators 

for the intersection. The algorithm is based on a search in ;I tree in which nodes 

tire labelled by element?; of one subgroup up to u cert;;in length. Conditions for the 

knpth of the generators :lnd a search strategy ;lre developed from properties of 

N-reduced sets to keep the time bound polynomial. Finite representations for 

HH n t!K, Ho I~ Kt: mc derked from the representation of H n K hy its generators. 

In Section 5 we study equations with cosets of subgroups H, K like 
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polynomial time algorithm for computing generators for the normaiizer of a finitely 
generated subgroup. 

Finally. in Section 6 we prove by using ti result of [2] that the decision problems 
solved in this paper are polynomially time complete under log-space reducibility. 

For the complexity statements and encodings into a fixed alphabet we use the 
same assumptions as in $21. 

This paper is a continuation of [2]. We study problems that can be solved with 
Nielcer ___.. type arguments in a uniform way in polynomial time. For the decision 
problems we prove the P-completeness, so they can be solved on logarithmic space 

only if P equals LOG SPAO.. We did not intend to give sharp time bounds for the 

complexity (>f these problems. A referee pointed out that the Schreier method would 

probably lead to algorithms that are more efficient than ollrs. 

2. Nielsen reduction 

A lot of subgroup problems in free groups can be solved using properties of 

Nielsen redzced sets [S]. Nielsen proved the subgroup theorem (cf. [S]) by showing 

that eitch tinrte set U can be transformed by a finite sequence of operations into a 

P\;ielsen reduced set which freely geneldies the same subgroup (U). 

To introduce this concept we define the sets of ~I’CUI pr&~.s, sr~all p~fi.~.~ ;:nd 

MWX of LJ c S” by 

A uord _I- is called an isoicrft)d pw/k- of I/ if there is exactly one _I’ such that _Y_V c CJ 

[Xl. So an isolated prefix of r/ determines an II E u uniquely. 

It is err\+ to WC tM an> N-reduced set is independent and further it ha3 the 

following important property [Xl: 

(NJ) If T,, . . . , T,, c I_i J, * z, /,. then I’( 2, . . . 2,’ ) (the free reduction in S”‘) con- 

tains a character from any z,, i.e., there are sI, . . . , x,, + I, yr, . . . , J;, such that 

- = .Y,J’;.I-, ,‘, , ~1~ F c ( I -Y-T i c p) and ,o( z, . . . z,,) I= s, ~1, j*: . . . _I*,,s, , , . In particular, tht: -1 
initirtl segment of zi \jx+ich r;mains tl;lcancelled in the free reduction is either a 

gre;it prefix or a half’ ot’ zI and it is is Iated in both cases. 
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This property enables one to reconstruct the product 21 . . . z,, out of the freely 
of r/ which is an initial 

set V such that (U) = (V) 

reduced word p(z, . -. z,,): The greatest isolated prefix 
segment of p(z, . . . zp ) determines za uniquely [2]. 

A process that transforms a set U into an N-reduced 
is called an N-reduction. The following theorem is proved in [2]. 

2.2. Theorem. A set U ={u,, . . . , up) with 1 IdiI c ri can be Nielsen-reduced on a TM 
in time 0( p’n’). 

The idea of the proof is to show that a polynomial number of operations of type 
(I) delete ui from U if ui=uf (&=*I) or idi=e in F, 

(2) replace u, by (~+u:) i#j, I = *:I, 

are enough to transform U into a Nielsen reduced set V. 

In order to test whether _Y E (U), U finite, we first transform CI into an N-reduced 
set V. Property (N3) for V can now be used to decide whether -Y E (LO = ( V). More 
precisely, from [2] we have the following theorem. 

The idea for the proof is to split a maximal Factor .f;(s)~ _V* from the left of X, 

leaving g&u) with s =_j&-)g,,(s) in F: If M’ is freely reduced and 1~ -z SIY’, where 

.Y C- GrKt-.r-.( V)u Ht+kjL.t;( V) is an isolated prefix of maximal length, thsn there is a 

unique z f v with -~=s?;‘. We have \\*==zQ J*K in F and the process can be repeated 
with input _k until no such isolated prefix .Y is found or two Factors z, 5’ appear. 

Then .f; (XI and g&-) = ~4 have been computed. Notice that _& is freely reduced, 

1’ C: Sw t, t-j V) and ii” is ;t sutEx of w. 

Property (c) will be of gre;tt importance because it restricts and gives a test for 

the set of words which are prefixes of words in ( V). 

In the sequel of the paper we are interested in algorithms for variolrs problems 
that run in polynomial time measured in the length of the input. To be precise, we 

define for U = (u,, . . . , II,,} c S* the length 1 I_!1 = Izlll + b l l + I u,,l whereas the cardinal- 
itv ot‘ C1 is denoted by 11 U 11. Then Theorem 2.2 states that the Nielsen reduction 
an bc done in polynomial time and by Theorem 2.J the functions .t-( Vs A-) =.#&I-) 
WKI ,~t \! X) -- g\ (s) can be computed in polynomial time. 
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3, Nonempty intersection of cosets 

From now on we use the fixed notation 

V=bw*., &A K =W), 

SP( V, U) = SPREF( V) l SPREF( U)- ‘, 

a( V, U) = \~SPREF( V)i[ l JISPREF( U)ll. 

Because of Theorem 2.2 we may assume that U, V are N-reduced. The significance 
of SP( V, U)c S* and of the number ar( V, U) will become clear later on. We note 
that cu( V, U) is polynomial in the length of the input U, V 

Our first problem is to decide whether the intersection of a left and a right coset 
is nonempty, i.e., whether, for given X, y E S*, U, V c s*, 

This problem is equivalent to lthe problem whether two double cosets are equal, for 

Hx n yK # g0 iff 1% c HxK if! HxK = HJX. 

Let u = g, (_I+)- ’ and v -= g&); then by Theorem 2.3 we have Hx n yk’ f v) iff the 

equation 

is solvable. Moreover, u _ ’ and v have no prefix in GPREF( U). We first study the 

solvability of such equations and the structure of the solutions (11, k). 

3.1. Lemma. Let U, V be N-reduced and u, v E S* freeZy reduced such that 6”’ and 
v have no prt$.x in GPREF( U). !f therp is a w E r/* freel_y reduced in I/’ with 

Proof. Let nj = z, . . . zp, z, c u, z, f z y,!, , p 2 a( V, U) and uwz! E K. Since 14 -’ and v 

hake no pwfix in GPKW( U) and because of property (N3) of N-reduced sets there 

is a decomposition 

with p(uwv) 3 uOJ’~ . . . .t;,~~~, ~(uz, . . . Zi)s ul,yl . . . yixy’ and Xi E SPREF( U) for i = 

0 ,:,..., p. We have qg, . . . y&)~ K SO W,:Z g,( uoyl . . . Jji) E SPREF( V) by Theorem 

2.3(c). It is easy to see that g,( uq . _ _ Zi) E SPREF( V) 9 SPREF( U)-’ = SP( V, U). 
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Now p 2 cy( V, U) = IISPREF( V)II l IISPREF( U)ll, so there must exist 0~ i <js 
a( V, U) such that Wi z ~3 and Xi s x~. By Theorem 2.3(a), U~JJ, . . . _v, = k,~, in F with 
k, =JV(uOy, . . .y,)~ K for t=O, 1,. . . ,p. This gives 

= k,k.;‘kjFjxi’ = kik,T’u~l . . . zi in F. 

It is noicv easy to verify that the statements of the lemma hold with 
\t”:s ~1 . . . z,(z, . . . Zi)-’ and w”:= ZI . . m Zizj.t.1 m m a zp* cl 

By Lemma 3.1, equation (1) has a solution iff there is a ‘short’ solution W()E M = 

{WV E I/* 1 w freely reduced in 1/, I WI cI s at{ V, U)} such that uw,u E K. This gkes a 

fast nondeterministic algorithm for deciding the solvability of (1): Select a w E M 

and verify uwz’u E K. By Theorem 2.2 this can be done in polynomial time. But the 

naive deterministic algorithm that tests uwu E K for all w E M is too expensive since 
11 M 11 is exponential in 1 UI +I VI. 

Let < be an order on L!. We extend this order to u* by 

w, < w2 ifi Iw,lu i [w& or 

lW,lU = l&II: and wl is less than w, in the 

lexicographical order on u* defined by <. 

We organize M in an ordered tree T as follows: T has root e and any node H- has 

sons MU: . Then a breadth first traversal of T visits the w E M in order < . To get a 

polynomial algorithm we have to avoid the full search in T. The next lemma gives 

conditions which guarantee that a subtree with root w must not be traversed. 

__.. , 

3.2. Lemma. Let I/, V, u, o be as in Lemma 3.1. 

We now present our algorithm for deciding wheker (1) hiis a solution. Let u, c, 

V, V be as in Lemma 3.1. We traverse the tree T breadth first in the following way: 

Suppose we visit node M*. If g\..( UM*) $ SP( V, U), then by pnrt (a) of Lemma 3.2 no 

descendant ww’ of tt* can satisfy UL(*M”~: E K, so the subtree with root NV may be 

cancelled. If another node w’ with g,+~) = g\+&) was visited earlier, then by 

part (b) a descendant of w leads to a solution of (1) if? a descendant of w leads to 
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a solution. Since the search in the subtree with root w’ goes on, the >ubtree with 
root w can be cancelled. It turns out that this algorithm needs only a polynomial 
number of tests of the form “uw;u E K?“. 

The precise algorithm is given below. We do not build up all the tree T. Instead, 
we maintain a list L with entries (w, gv(uw)) for any node w visited so far. The pth 
entry is referred to by L,, = (tk , Li). The pointers i and j refer to the actual and to 

the currently last element in the list, respectively. If node w is actual, all sons wur 
are created and put into the list, except those which can be cancelled according to 
Lemma 3.2. The algorithm has input x, y, U, V to decide whether Hx nyK f c3. 

First x, y are transformed to u, u to meet the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. 

Algorithm INTERSECT 
Input: x, y E 8 *, U, V N-reduced. 
Output: Solution h E u* writh j’hx~ K or “no solution”. 
Method : 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
0 
(8) 
(9) 

(!O) 

(11) 
(19 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 

3.3. 

u*&!(y)-’ ; ue”g&); 
if WE K then h+fU(y)fU(x)-’ is solution, stop; 

ut-g&r): ueg\p(v-‘)-‘; 

if 11 ti WE, V, U) or G’ E SP( V, U) then “no solution”, stop: 
i*l:jel; L,t-(e, u); 

while i 6 j do 

begin for all z E u with L: does not end with 5’ do 
begin wegv(&): 

if NT E K then h+;,,(y) l Liz - _j&(~)~-’ is a solution, stop; 
if w E SP( V, U) and MY is not yet second component in the list 

then jej + 1: ltj+(L:Z, W) 

end : 

ic=i+l 

end I 
stop *‘no solution”. 

Lemma. Algorithm 1 NIX RSECI- is correct and runs on input x, y, U, V with 1x1, 

1!~1~t,lu,l,Itl,lanfbri=l,.... Iandj=l,..., min timeO(tn-(l+m)+l”m2n5). 

Proof. We assume that the t E I/ in line (7) are taken in order <. It is easy to see 

that the following loop invariant holds: If p sj, then Lb E u* is freely reduced in 

iJ, uL;t: 6 K, Li E SP( V, U) and uLL = kLF in F for some k E K. Moreover, if p Z q s-j, 

then L: # Li. Since SP( V, U) has at most CU( V, U) elements we have at any time 

j I(, cu( V, U); so the algorithm stops. 

We now prove the correctness. If the algorithm stops with output h, then h E H 

is a solution according to the loop invariant. If it stops in line (4), then there is no 

solution according to Lemma 3.2. So it remains to show that there is no solution if 

the algorithm stops in line (15). Assume contrarily that there is an h = q . . . zp E M 
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such that uhu E K. We may assume that h is minimal in the order <. Let r be 
maximal such that h,, = q . . . z, is -the first component of a list element. Then r < p 

by the loop invariant and g,( uh+,,_,) E SP( V, U) by Lemma 3.2. When h, is actual, 
i.e., I!,: = ho, there is a list element & = g,!( L: z, +I), for otherwise the algorithm would 

stop in line (9) or h cl z r+l would be put to the list since g”(~~~,+,)~gv(Uh~~,+,)~ 
SP( V, U) by Theorem 2.2(e). So ti = &‘z,,., in F for some k E K and, by the loop 
invariant, 1.4Lb = k, Lc = k, L~z,+~ = k,uL~z,+, = k,uz, . . . z,+~ in F for some k,, k2, 
k+ K. Now, for & L:Iz,.+~. . . z,, we have U&I = k,uhv E k, K = K. But I.& < hOz,+ I 
since Li was visited earlier than h,z, +_,, so 6 Lkz,+? . . . z,_, < hoz,+,z,+2 . . . zp = h. 
This is a contradiction to the fact that It was minimal with uhv E K. 

It remains to prove the time bound. The preconditioning (up to the while-loop) 
takes 

The computations in the while-loop are only with words of length O(n). The loop 
is passed at most a( V, U) times and the cost for one pass is O(I(mrt’ + m-7 + 
cu( V, U)n)) = O(l’mn’). The whole cost is then the bound given in the statement of 
the theorem. ci 

Notice, if U, V are fixed and we want only to decide whether H-r nyK #H, then 
we have a linear time algorithm in the length of x and _Y. 

3.4. Theorem. 7%~ pvohlems 

IsrmG( u, V) ea Hn K ?~(cJ) 

Proof. For I( OS (Aersection of cosets) we refer to Lemma 3.3. The problems IIUYW 

Ltnd It ws (intersection of right :lnd left cosets, respectively) are s&problems of 
IC OS: for example, Hs n K\* f bl iff H.y$ n eK f 0. For ISUM; (intersection of sub- 
groups) we start in Algcwithm INIT_KS~~C~-~- with input .Y 5 _v = e and ignore the trivial 

solution h = e. c1 

4. Computing generators for H f-7 K 

A group is raid to hay: the Howson property if-the intersection of tiny two finiteI> 

generated subgroups is itgain finitely generated. It is known that free groups have 
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the Howson property. If H = (U) and K = (V) are subgroups of F = (S;@) with 
cardinalities 11 V(( = M and II UII = 1, respectively, then G = H P K is generated by 
a set W with cardinality II W/l s 2 l (I - l)(m - 1) + 1. There are different proofs of 
this fact [3,4, S] but no explicit afgorithm for computing a set of generators is given 
there. We will modify Algorithm INTERSECT to get a polynomial time algorithm for 
computing from U, V a set W of generators for G = H n K. 

From Lemma 3.1 we can deduce a bound on the U-length of the w E W. This 
gives a new -combinatorial-proof for the fact that free groups have the Howson 
property. 

4. I. Lemma. Let U, V 64 N-reduced. 

(a) Caere is a set W c 8” such that ( W) = H n K and 1 wj lt < 2a( V, U).for all w E W. 
(b) Free groups haoe the Howson property. 

Proof. Since (a) implies (b) we have only to prove (a). If x E H n K, then there is 
a w E r/* freely reduced in hJ such that x = w in F and w E K. By Lemma 3.1 with 
U=t’= e, if Iw~/~: 2 cy( V, L’), then WY is a product w = W’W” in F with w’, W”E g* 
and W”E K, SC ii*‘, H*‘? E H n K. Furthermore, we have 1 w’[ u < 2a( V, U) and IM”‘[ Ll <. 

IwI LI. Repeatirk& this argument we get that w is a product w = ~7~ . . . wq in F with 
\Vi c H ~1 K, vPr E I/* and 1 wil Ll < 2 l a( V, U). This proves (a). 0 

TO compute a set W of generators for G = H n K we organize the set MO = 
{WE U*lw freely reduced in &J, 1~1~: < 2a( V, U)} in a tree To as in Section 3. To 
traverse the whole tree TO and collect all nodes w with w E K costs too much time. 

So we have to develop a search strategy that avoids to visit all nodes but still leads 
to a set W such that ( W} = G. 

Suppose we triiverse T,, breadth first and actually visit node w. 

- If gv(w) & SP( V, U), then no descendant of w is an element of K by Lemma 3.2 

with u = u= e. So the subtrec with root w is cancelled. 
- If g&v) = e, then WE K and we put w into W. We are looking for a small set W 

of generators for C. If a descendant wo-- = M*W’ of w is in K, then ~7, w’ are of 

shorter U-length than We, and both are in K. If ~9, W’E W, we have W,E ( W), So 

we cancel the subtree with root w in this case. 

- If gv( M’) E SP( V, U) - {e}, then we distinguish whether a node v with gV( v) = gV( w) 

has been visited earlier or not. If so, we have wu” E K, put rt4’ into M/’ and cancel 

the subtree with root w. Otherwise the search in this subtree must go on. 

Notice that this strategy guarantees ( w> s G; it remains to prove G s ( W). 

The exact algorithm is given below. As in Section 3 we do not build up the whole 

tree TO. Instead we maintain a list L with entries (w, gV( w)) for any node w that is 

or has to be visited. Again, the pth element of I_. is L,, = (Li, L,“), i points to the 

actual list element and j points to the currently last list element. The search stops 
if i > j, i.e., if there are no more nodes to be visited. 
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Algorithm GENERATORS 

Input: U, V N-reduced. 
Output: W c u* ;? set of generators for G. 
Method: 

(1) L,*(e, e>; WMk 

(2) i~l;j~l; 

(3j while i sj do 

(4) begin for all z E u with L: does not end with 2’ do 

(5,) begin .xe Liz; ,c eg,( Lyz); 

(6) if y E SP( V, U) then 

(7) if y= e then WC- Wu{x} 

(8) else if3kSj: L+y 

w then W~C- W u (.uLk-‘} 

(10) else jC=j + I ; L,e(x, y) 

(II) end ; 

f 12) iei+1 

i: 13) end 

We prove that the algorithm always stops and gives a set of generators for G as 

output. 

4.2. Theorem. Let U ={u,,. . ., u,}, V=(t),,.. . , t’,,, } he N-reduced, 1 Idi 1, IV, 1 s ?I and 

H = (U}, V=(K). Algorithm GENERATORS wmputes a set W of generators .fbr 

G = H n K in time 0( 13m2n5). 

Proof. We first prove the time bound. If q \I? are in the list L and L’ F M; then 

g&) + g,,(w) and g,,( ti), gv( MY) E SP( V, Uj. So L cannot become longer than cu( V, U) 

and hence the while-loop is executed at most dy( V, M) times. In line (4) there are at 
most 2 - I z’s to be considered. Line (5) costs O(mn’,), line (6) costs O(n l a( V, U)) 

and line (8) costs O(n l cu( V, U)). So one pass through the while-loop costs O(I l (mn’ + 

4 V, U)u)‘). Since cy( V, U) s (In + 1) l (ma + 1) = O(lmn’), the total cost is O(l-‘n#). 

W has at most 1. n( V, U) = O(hn’) elements and these have U-length less than 

20( v, U). 

The only thing which remains to be proved is that G 6 ( W). Let s E I/* n K, we 

prove that x r, (H’). Suppose this is not the case and let s E tj* n K be minimal 

according to our order < with s B ( W). Then .X F 4 and s = z, . . . z,,, z, E: u”, z, f - _ ’ “I 1 I * 
Let s,, E !I* be a maximal prefix of .I- which is in the list and s = S,,ZU, z E LI. u E u*. 
Then 0 < 1 s,, j L’ d p and g&J E SP( V, U) but S,Z is not added to the list. This leads 
to two possible cases: 

(i) .qrz E K and so s,,z E W, or 

(ii) 3-q E I/* in the list with s, < _Y,,z and s,,z.$ E K so that .Y,,z~,! E W. 

In case (i), _Y = _q:,,ztr E K and .x,,z E K so u E K. But lul I < I, and the minimality of 
.Y leads to II E ( W) which means s E ( W). In case (ii), s = S,ZX~~ ‘X,U E K and _Y,,x,~ E K 
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SO XiU E K. But xiu <x, which means XiU E ( W). Together with xqzxf’ E W this again 
gives x E ( W). In both cases we have a contradiction to x e ( W) and so G = ( W). 0 

One can prove a type of minimality condition for W: If x E c/* n K is freely 

reduced, then x is a product of elements w E W with 1 wlv 4 1x1 u. SO the generators 
in W are of minimal U-length. 

By Theorem 4.2 we can compute a presentation for the intersection of two 
subgroups. This immediately leads to an algorithm to compute a representat:on for 
the intersection of cosets. 

4.3. Corollary. There is a polynomial time algorithm to compute a representation for 
Ilx n yK [f U, V c S* wirh H = ( U), K = { V) are given. 

Proof. With Algorithm IN-I ERSECTION we can decide whether there is a w E Hx n yK 

and in the positive case determine such a w. If such a w does not exist, then 

Hx n yK = 8. If w E Hx nyA’, then Hx = Hr:* -and yK = wK, so Hx n yK = Hw n 
hj?K = (H n wK@‘)w. With Algorithm GENERATORS we can compute a finite set of 

generators for H n G’ KM q 
\ 

5. Conjugacy problems 

In Section 3 we studied th,e intersection problem for cosets, i.e., whether Hx n 

yK f 11, and in Section 4 we gave an algorithm to compute a representljtion for 

Hxn yK. Now we are interested in the equality problem for cosets, i.e., whether 

Hs = JK. Furthermore, we want to characterize for fixed il and .K the set of solutions 

(x, _Y) such that H;lr = yK. Since Hx = yK @ 2 ’ Hx = K A y E Hx, the equation Hx = yK 
is solvable iff .?Hx = K is solvable. So, we are led to the conjugac_v problem for 

subgroups 

CONJUG( U, V) e 3x E 8”: ?Hx = K. I 

I There is a well-known algorithm of Moldavanskii [7,5] for this problem, but it runs 

in exponential time. Here we refine the arguments of Moldavanskii to get polynomial 

1 time bounds. It so happens that all considerations that lead to a test whether 

; 3x: .f’ Hx = K also lead to a test whether 3x: 2’ Hx b K. So we first study the problem 

CONJUG ‘( U, V) G 3x E S*: X’Hx s K. 

We G.ant first to characterize the ‘short’ solutions WV of ut’ HW s K and then character- 

ize all solutions in terms of the ‘short’ ones. 

1 5.1. Lemma. Let H =(U> and K =(V), where V is N-reduced and u1 E H, u, Z r in 
’ E I~M$-*H~z?, s K, then there exist a k E K and a w. = uz where u is a pwfix of iii 0~ 

’ ui’ with iul 5 ilu,l and Z’ E SPREF( V) such that w,-’ Hw, : z (w,,k)- ’ H(w,k) and herlce 

: wo ’ Hw,, s K. 
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Proof. For x E K let q(x) be the minimal V-length of any y E y* such that x = y in 

F. From NJ; ‘HIV, s K we have w;‘u, ~7~ E K and wI E Hw, K. We restrict the set of 

all solutions w of I?’ Hw G K by defining 

M,={wES*I&HW~ K, WE Hw,K}, 

M,={wE M,Icp(~‘u,M~)~cp(!3’u,v)forall DE Ml), 

M3 = {w E M2 11 WI s 1 uI for all v E M,}. 

Clearly, M3 c M2 c M, and M3 # fl since wI E M, # 0. Let WEE M,, so M+) is freely 

reduced. Since W,,E Ml, there are h E H, k E K with wok = IIN?, in F. This gives 
+fHut, =(hu,,)--‘H(h~,))=(~‘~~k)-‘H(w,,~). 

Let w. = 242, where u is the maximal common prefix of w,) and u, or ul ‘. We 

assume that u is a prefix of u ,; the other case is similar. We prove the lemma by 

showing that lul< iI u,l and 2’ E SPREF( V). 
Suppose lul>$,l.Then u, = u>lwith Iyl<lul. Let Gj=_$z,so M?= ii;\r,,in E Since 

I 
M+~E M, we have w, Hwo s K and wO E Hw, K. This gives r$ _- ’ H6 s K and 6 E Hw, K 
so $ E M, . Since 6 ’ u, 6 = wfL ’ u, w. in F we also have r? E Al,. But I\?1 < Iq,l and 

this contradicts W,,E M3. So lul> ~~~~~~ is impossible. 

We have w~~‘u,w~~= ?ti’~~,uz. Since lul s l lull, the free reduction p gives 

{)I( M’f, ’ 24, W(,) = 2 ’ sz, where X- p(is’u,u)* e. Since M’,&v,,E K, there are - “E / -19 l ’ * 9 -p 

_V such that Z’XZ = z, . . . zp in F and z, . . . z, is freely reduced in _V. This implies 1 

that an isolated prefix of z, is a prefix of 5’ sz. If lzI> ~1~~1, then this isolated prefix / 

is a prefix of 5’ and so also a prefix of zI, ‘, which means z, =I :,I’. Let riv = H*,,z, : 1 

then $7 _ ’ HI? = 2,‘ ’ MY,; ’ Hw,,z, s z, ’ KY, = K and 12 = w,,z, E Hw’ Kz, = Hw, K, hence 1 

I? c M, . Now rty ’ u$=z,...=, , in F and so q($ ‘~~,~~)=~-2~~=~(“‘,,‘rc,~~)(,), 

which contradicts w,, E M2. So 1~1~ i !z, 1 is impossible, hence 1~1 s i 1-_,1 and Z’ is a 1 

prefix of z’, so 2’ cz SPREF( V). 0 I 

We notice two facts about Lemma 5.1 and its proof. The first fact is that w*, ’ Hw, s 

K iff w. ’ HN;, s K. So M” Hw s K has a solution w ilf there is a w,) of the given form 

with w. ’ l-h ‘,+ K. The second fact is that all ;lrguments go through if we consider 

the equation M” Hw L= K instead of \F’Hws K. This gkes the following lemma. 

Now we can prove the ma i 
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5.3. Theorem. TIte following problems are solvable in polynomial time: 

EQCOS(X, y, u, v) C3 Hx = yK, 

EQRCOS(X, y, U, V) @ Hx = KY, 

EQCOS*(U, V) H 3x, y: Hx = yK, 

EQRC*OS*(U, V) r;j 3x, y: Hx = Ky, 

CIL)XX!G( u, V) a 3x: f’Hx = K, 

cOluJl!G+(~~, v) e 3x: .?Hxs K. 

Proof. It is easy to see that, for any x, J E S*, 

In [I] it was shown that the generalized word problem (x E ( U)?), the equality problem 

(( U) = { VP), and the subgroup problem (( U) s ( V}?) are solvable in polynomial 

time. This proves that EQCOS and EQRCOS are solvable in polynomial time. For the 
problems C 3x.x*;1 and CONJUG+ we refer to Lemma 5.2 and the fact that the 

cardinality ot‘ M is polynomial in the !enpth of U, V. The problems EQ~*os* and 

EQRCOS* are solvable in polynomial time since we have EQCOS*( U, V)e 
CONJLG( U, V) and EQRWS*( U, V)a H = K. q 

By Theorem S-3 it is decidable in polynomial time whether 3w : M” Hw = K and 

whether 3~: rP’ Hw* G K. We want to compute a representation for the solutions M’. 

To do this we recall the definition of the normalizer N(I4) of H in the free group 

F 

N(H)={NqG4-!\i~= H}. 

It is easy to see that N(IJ) is a subgroup of F containing H. Now, if \v, ‘MY’ = K 

and N’ ’ Hw2 = K, then wI ’ Hw, = w2 ’ Hw, and so \v, u” ’ E N(H). Hence, if \I$ B~MY,, = 

K, then for any M*E S* we have &Hw = K itf u! E N( H)wo. This characterizes the 

solutions \V of r?’ HM~ = K. 
To ch;jracterize the solutions of r?)’ Hcry 5 K let { wl, . . . , w,,} = { MY E M 1 M” Hw 5 K }, 

where A4 is as in Lemma 5 2. By Lemma 5.1 and the considerations above for any 

M f s* we have @‘Hws K itf w E N( H)w, K \J - - - u N(H)w, K. So, if we can 

;zmpute ;I set of generators for the normalizer N(H) we have a representation for 

all solutions MY of 17.’ Hw = K and of $’ NW < K. 
Our algorithm for computing a set of generator< for N(H) is based on the following 

lemma. 

5.4. Lemma. Let H = ( U j # (e) where U is N-reduced arld u, E U and let V = { uz 1 u 
is a sntdl prqfix qj‘u, or Ir I, 5' E SPREF( U), (uz) ' H( uz) = H}. Then N(H) - (u v V). 
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Proof. Clearly, ( U u V) G N(H). So it remains to show N(H) s ( U u V). We assume 
this is false and repeat the arguments of the proof to Lemma 5.1 to show that this 
assumption leads to a contradiction. 

Notice that X’uIx c H for all x E N(H). For any y E H let q(y) be the minimal 
U-length of any w E u* such that y = w in F. Let 

M,={xE N(H)lxti(Uu V)}#@, 

M,={xE M,Iq(X’u,x)~cp(jAf,y) forallyE M,}, 

M3 = {x E MZ 11x1 d Iyl for all y E MJ. 

Since M, # v), we have M3 # 8. Let x E M3 and x = uz where u is the maximal common 
prefix of x and uI or tit. We assume u is a prefix of ul, so u1 = uy. If Iyl< lull then 
.u” = $2 is in M2 and shorter than x. This contradicts XE M3 and so lul s Iyl, which 
means that u is a small prefix of ul. Now p(f’u,x)= T’yz where _v=p(ii’u,u)% e. 
Since Z’ulx E H, we have F’_vz = z, . . . z,, in F, where zI . . . z,, E u* is freely reduced 
in g. Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 we get that Z’ is a small prefix of zl, 
soz’ E SPREF( U). Now we have proved x E M3 and x = uz E K This is a contradiction, 
since x E M3 implies x E M, and so x g (U u V). 

The only assumption M, # fd has led to a contradiction, so N(H)< (U u V) is 

true and Lemma 5.4 is proved. Cl 

There is only a polynomial number of words M* = rlz with 14 a small prefix of tll 
or 6; and Z’ E SPREF( U). For each such ~9 the test whether G’ Hw = H is polynomial. 
So we have the following theorem. 

5.5. Theorem. Let H = ( U). There is a pol~womial time algorithm to compute a set of‘ 

generators *for the normalizer N(H) qf H irl E 

We also have the following theorem. 

5.6. Theorem. Let H = ( U}, K = ( V) and H # (4). 
A={~‘~~*I~‘H~cz K ) is either empty or a coset N( H) MY,, . 
&z{@‘@p’/+a K } is either empty or a,jbite urlion of double cosets N ( H ) w, K, 

i=l - - , 9. 

Tkre are polynomial time algorithms to comptcte a representation *for A and ,jbr R. 

Proof. We way assume that U and V are N-reduced. Let M be as in Lemma 5.2. 
(a) We carr. test in polynomial time whether there is a M!,, E M such that \v() ’ Hwo = K 

anti in the positive case find such a \q). 
-(wl tt)‘Hw = 

In the negative case we have A = 
K) = 8 by Lemma 5.2. In the positive case, if w E A, then &Hw = K = 

q, ’ Hq,, SC MW; ’ E N(H) and M’E N(H)w,. On the other hand, if CVE N(H)w,,, 
then 1~ - ZMJ , in F with z E R’(H) and so 6.’ Hw = &,Z’ HZQ = @;I Hw(, = K, so w E A. 
This proves A = N( H)wo. By Theorem 5.5 we can compute a set of generators for 
N(H) in polynomial time. 
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(b) We can compute in polynomial time the set M’ = {w E M 1 *‘Hw 6 K}. If 
M’=~,then{w~~*~~‘Hw~K}=@Assume M’={w,,...,wq}#O. Weclaim{we 
S*Ir3’HwdK}=N(H)w,Ku~** u N(H)w,K. If &Hws K, then by Lemma 5.1 
there is a 1 G i s q and a k E K such that I+’ Hw = (w,k)-’ H( wik), so w( wik)-’ E N(H) 
and hence w E N( H)w, K. If w E N(H)w& for some i, then w = zwik in F for some 
ZE N(H), ke K. This gives #‘Hw =~‘w,‘Z’Htwik=~‘r3,!Hwik~~‘Kk=K. So the 
claim is proved. Since we can compute a set of generators for N(H) in polynomial 
time we hg _ 32 2 representation for {w 1 i9’Hw 6 K). Cl 

6. P-complete problems 

All the decision problems considered in the previous sections turned out to be 
in P, the class of problems solvable in polynomial time on a TM. So an upper bound 
for the complexity of these problems is known. Since the word problem (X = e in 
F?) is in LO&PACE [6], the class of problems solvable on logarithmic space on a 
TM, and since LO&PACE c F, the question comes up whether some of our problems 
are in LOGSPACE We will prove that any of our problems is P-complete under 
log-space reducibility and so is in LO&PACE only if P= LOGSPACE. 

We use a construction from [2] that allows one to reduce any problem in P to 
a subgroup problem in a free group. 

6.1. Fact. Let 2 be a polynomial time bounded TM. There is a free group F = (S $9) 
such that for any input v to 2 a letter s(y) E S and a Jinite set U(y) c S* are log-space 
computable with 

Zaccepls y e s(_v) E ( U(y)>, 

Zrejectsp @ U(y)u {s(y)} is independent. 

Now we can prove the following theorem. 

6.2. Theorem. 7’bbe problems lc-OS, IRCOS, ISUBG, EQCOS, EQRCOS, EQ~os*, 

EQRCOS*, CONJUG and CONJUG + are P-complete under log-space reducibility. 

Proof. Since all the problems are in P, it is enough to show that any ptilynomial 

time recognizable language L can be reduced to each of our problems. Let L be 

such a language and 2 a polynomial time TM which recognizes L. By Fact 6.1 we 

have 

y E L Q Icos(s(y), e, U(y), U(y)) 

@ 1 RCOS(.y( V), e, U(y), U(y)) 
I 

e I=JBG( u(Y), b(Y)}) 
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H 

e 

H 

w 

e 

a 

So L is log-space 
P-complete. 0 
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EQcQsts(Yhe,U(Y), u(Y)) 

EQRCQs(s(Y),e, u(Y), u(Y)) 

EQcQs*(U(y), u(Y)dS(Y)b 

EQRcQs"(~tYh irtY)dS(Y))) 

CQNJUwJ(Y), U(Y)ub(Y)~) 

CQNJUG+w(YbJb(Y)h WY)). 

reducible to each of our problems and hence the problems are 

7. Conclusion 

Combinatorial arguments are strong enough to prove interesting results in free 
groups. They have the advantage of being constructive in the sense that they lead 
to efficient algorithm for deciding problems and to compute a representation for all 
solutions of certain equations. 

In this paper we studied the solvability of 

3hEH,kEK: hx=yk inF, 3w~ F: ii+Hw= K, 

where H and K are subgroups of a free group F. The first problem is related to 
the question whether the intersection Hx n yK is empty or equivalently whether the 
double cosets HxK and HyK are equal. We developed a polynomial time algorithm 
to compute a set of generators for H n K and used it to compute a representation 
(coset) for Hx nyK. As by-product a new proof is given that the free groups have 
the Howson property. 

The second problem is the conjugacy problem of Moldavanskii. We developed 
a polynomial time decision algorithm and used it to decide whether two cosets Hx 
and yK are equal. We also gave a polynomial time algorithm for computing a 
gerlerating set for the normalizer N(H) of a subgroup H and used it to compute a 
representation for all solutions w of $‘Hw = K and of Kp’ Hw s K. 

All the decision problems are solvable in polynomial time. To get a lower bound 
for the complexity of the problems, we could show that all the problems arc 
P-complete under log-space reducibility. So they are solvable on logarithmic space 
only if P= LOGSPACE. 
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